
Engineered Birch Floors



Engineered Birch Floors
Every board in the range is carefully hand crafted by our skilled craftsmen, further 
enhancing the style and distinct appeal. With such care and attention going into each 
board, it is truly a work of art.

Light Stone



Inspired by today’s trends of modern and 
contemporary décor, our Bekula range 
offers six new age colours from placid 

white to sleek grey tones, providing the 
stylish look of polished concrete, it’s 
durable while still giving a warm and 
nurturing feel to any flooring space.

The use of Birch timber allows for little 
knots and grain visibility, providing a clean 

and contemporary finish with natural 
colour variation and adds warm elegance 

and natural charm to the floors in  
your home.
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A welcome beauty that holds it’s own
The wood of the Birch has been put to many uses including the manufacture of building 
materials, furniture and timber floors as it’s such a stable and sustainable timber giving  
a smooth finish.

Pueblo Clay



Six unique colours
Finished with a 2mm wear layer and  
nine coats of aluminium oxide lacquer, 
each board is hand stained showcasing  
a timeless look to any interior space.

Specifications

length: 1900mm

width: 165mm

thickness: 12mm

Pack Size: 1.1881 m2

Features

UV Lacquer

Matte Finish

Hand Scraped

Burnt 
Umber

Dune 
Shadow

Light 
Stone

Polar 
White

Pueblo 
Clay

Wolf 
Grey

Comprehensive warranties
The Bekula range comes with a trusty 20 year residential wear 
warranty and a 5 year commercial wear warranty. For peace of 
mind Bekula offers a Life Time structural warranty.



Accessories
Seamlessly finish your floors with Australian Select Timbers matching accessories.

We offer premium solid timber scotia to conceal expansion gaps, as well  
as matching stair nosings to complete your stairs.

Available in all 6 stunning colours to perfectly match the Bekula range of flooring. 

Burnt Umber



Take care of your floor
• Dry cleaning of the floor should be carried out regularly to remove loose dirt, grit and 

dust. Use a Dusting pad or soft broom. If vacuum cleaning, the cleaning head must 
have a soft brush so as to not damage the floor.

• Use a Spray Mop with Wood Floor Cleaner to clean the floor surface when required; 
dry clean the floor first. Do not ‘wet’ mop the floor anytime as excessive amounts of 
water may cause damage.

• Please refer to our Bekula care and maintenance guide for more information 
www.asttimbers.com.au/downloads.

Wolf Grey
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